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2022 is a very special year for Grupo CIO, as we are 
celebrating our 120th anniversary which also coincides 
with the publication of the tenth edition of our 
Sustainability report. Consequently, we are presenting, 
with great excitement, the results relating to the historic 
commitment of Grupo CIO to the development of the 
social and environmental sphere in the Canary Islands.

We are immersed in a time where sustainability has once 
and for all stopped being an option, and has become 
an obligation, both for governments and companies, 
and for society itself. An example of this is the significant 
increase in legislation and regulations promoted through 
Europe which guides us to strengthen our commitment to 
be more sustainable each day.
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Letter from the CEO
I am pleased to present our 2021 Sustainability Report. After a few years that have been 
difficult for all of society and the world in general, we believe that, now more than ever, it 
is time to join forces, be charitable, aware and responsible. 

For ten years, at CIO Group we have shown our commitment with clear objectives for 
environmental and social sustainability and good governance, through the publication 
of our report. 

For us, each day is a new chance to collaborate and do our part in the interest of a fairer, 
more equal and sustainable society. We will continue to work aware that there is still a 
long way to go, but with the confident belief that successful times lie ahead. 

Our firm commitment to employees, environmental respect and the contribution to 
society will remain our crucial pillars. Alongside them, the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) will provide the steps to follow to overcome daily challenges 
and will drive us to carry out any actions in our power to achieve a better world. 

Francisco Javier Zamorano
CEO of Grupo CIO
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These are the people who have led the 
management and fulfilment of the 
procedures established at Grupo CIO.

Who’s who in

GRUPO  
CIO

1 2 3

8 9 10

4 5 6 7

1. Francisco Javier Zamorano, CEO, 
Grupo CIO.

2. Víctor Rodríguez, Financial 
Manager, Grupo CIO.

3. Antonio Díaz de las Casas, 
Operations Manager, Grupo CIO.

4. Consuelo Casas, Administration 
Manager, Grupo CIO. 

5. Laura González, HR Manager, 
Grupo CIO.

6. Mónica Rumeu, Corporate 
Sustainability Manager, Grupo CIO.

7. Sonia Reig, Systems Manager, 
Grupo CIO. 

8. José María Cortés, Sales and 
Marketing Manager, Fuentealta.

9. Roberto Alayón, Laundry 
Manager, Grupo Record.

10. Javier Morales, Manager, Grupo 
Inmobiliario Islas Occidentales.

11. Cristina de Juan, General 
Manager, Bahía del Duque.

12. Carlota Nieto, Accommodation 
Manager, Bahía del Duque.

13. Raúl de la Rosa, Image Manager, 
Bahía del Duque.

14. Michel Burgio, F&B Manager Bahía 
del Duque.

15. Paula Gil, Administration Manager, 
Bahía del Duque.

16. Mari Cruz Fernández, HR 
Manager, Bahía del Duque.

17. Ana Paz, Revenue Manager, Bahía 
del Duque.

18. Ane Ugarte, Sales & Marketing 
Manager, Bahía del Duque.

11 12

13 14

15 16

17 18
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The Zamorano Tais family began business 
operations in Tenerife in 1902, driven by an 
entrepreneurial character that has been 
maintained in the tourist, industrial and service 
companies that now constitute this family 
group with 120 years of history whose fourth 
generation is now in charge of Grupo CIO.
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MANI-
FESTO

We are a holding company founded 
more than 100 years ago.

We create opportunities because we 
know when to invest  in a dream.

Our projects start here, but they have 
no borders because  we are global.

We have a long family tradition 
committed to excellence  in service.

We respect our environment and 
promote social development; we 
annually collaborate with more than 
100 solidarity actions that generate 
synergies with ngos and associations.

We are pioneers because we have 
vision and innovation is in our DNA.

We manage our family’s talent 
because teamwork makes us 
stronger.

We know that we still have a long way 
to go, which is why we are constantly 
evolving.

“Grupo CIO is compromise, quality 
and dynamism.  Since 1902 we have 
overcome challenges that drive us  to 
a promising future.”

 Francisco Javier Zamorano
CEO
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STAKEHOLDERS

You are also helping us to achieve 
the goals and commitments we have 
set to achieve our purpose: to be a 
more sustainable company. Thus, 
we take this chance to show our 
sincere gratitude. We are publicly 
making the commitment to continue 
working to better understand your 
expectations and those of the rest of 
our stakeholders. 
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SDGs
Our sustainability 
strategy is aligned 
with the Sustainable 
Development Goals

NO
POVERTY

AFFORDABLE AND 
CLEAN ENERGY

CLIMATE 
ACTION

LIFE
BELOW WATER

LIFE
ON LAND

PARTNERSHIPS 
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DECENT WORK AND 
ECONOMIC GROWTH

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION 
AND INFRAESTRUCTURE

SUSTAINABLE CITIES 
AND COMMUNITIES

ZERO
HUNGER

GOOD HEALTH
AND WELLBEING

QUALITY
EDUCATION

GENDER
EQUALITY

CLEAN WATER
AND SANITATION

PEACE, JUSTICE AND 
STRONG INSTITUTIONS

RESPONSIBLE 
CONSUMPTION 
AND PRODUCTION

REDUCED 
INEQUALITIES
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During 2021 the impact of COVID-19 
has continued to significantly affect 
business activity, but fortunately we 
have been able to gradually recover 
our capacity for action. Thanks, as 
always, to the involvement of each 
and every one of the people who 
are part of our staff. Consequently, 
in this new report we are pleased to 
present considerable growth in the 
number of actions and challenges, 
compared to the previous year, in 
terms of encouraging sustainability.

ACTIONS

GRUPO CIO BAHÍA DEL DUQUE FUENTEALTA GRUPO RECORD GRUPO INMOBILIARIO
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EMPLOYEES
SDG Actions

ODS8
We continue applying our incentive policy aimed 
at recognising the best-valued staff by customers 
and the company. ·

ODS8
We continue congratulating births and expressing 
condolences on the death of the family units of 
our staff. · · ·

ODS3 ODS8

We continue offering special prices to all Grupo 
CIO staff members to purchase Fuentealta water. 
Fuentealta continues to provide several free plac-
es to participate in the 'Vilaflor Trail'. 

· · · ·
ODS3 ODS8 We continue offering hotel employees exclusive 

bicycle parking within the hotel facilities. ·
ODS3 ODS8 
ODS11

We offer our staff discounts for purchasing prod-
ucts from our hotel's Drugstores. ·

ODS8 We continue to celebrate a Father Christmas Par-
ty for the children of employees. · · · · ·

ODS8 We carry out a continuous training programme for 
our Grupo CIO staff. ·
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SDG Actions

ODS4 ODS8
We have renewed our special accommodation 
rates at Hotel Bahía del Duque for family members 
and friends of our employees. ·

ODS8 We offer our staff special car rental prices. · · · · ·
ODS8 We continue developing training plans adapted to 

individual job needs. ·
ODS4 ODS8

We offer our staff discounts at Disa petrol stations. 
Continuation of the dissemination of the month-
ly newsletter Support of the Spanish Association 
Against Cancer (AECC) for all staff, as an informa-
tive prevention tool. 

· ·
ODS8

We have developed and implemented a specific 
anti Covid-19 contingency plan for our establish-
ment. · ·

ODS3 ODS4 
ODS8

In addition to what the ICTE (Institute for Spanish 
Tourism Quality) protocol establishes, it has higher 
coverage and stronger requirements in terms of 
prevention, hygiene and safety aimed at our staff 
health. 

· · · · ·

ODS3 ODS8

The staff training plan is in line with our specific 
action protocols to combat COVID-19 in our es-
tablishment. We have introduced flexibility, work-
life balance and remote working policies. 

· · · · ·

SDG Actions

ODS3 ODS8
We have offered advance payments to workers 
affected by temporary lay-offs and dependent on 
the Spanish National Employment Service. · · · · ·

ODS8 Subsidy for employees to carry out PCR tests at 
collaborating medical centres. · · · ·

ODS8

Orientation workshop for labour integration given 
by Vicente Prieto for ATARETACO for people under 
30, who have difficulties identifying their skills in 
order to take them and develop them within the 
professional sphere. 

· · ·
ODS3 ODS8

Consolidation of quality management certificate 
ISO 9001:2015 with an impact on the improvement 
and comfort in the working environment. · ·
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ENVIRONMENT
SDG Actions

ODS2 ODS12
We continue cultivating vegetables and fruit trees, me-
dicinal and aromatic plants, based on organic farming 
criteria. ·

ODS11 ODS14 Awarding of Blue Flag for Duque Sur beach. ·
ODS15 Continuation with guided visit for clients around land-

scaped areas of the hotel. ·
ODS2 ODS3 
ODS12

We continue to include organic products as part of our 
gastronomic offer. ·

ODS12

Continuation with the use of the Press Reader appli-
cation to offer newspapers and magazines in a digital 
format to Hotel clients, getting rid of paper in the news-
paper service. 

·
ODS11 ODS12 
ODS13 ODS17

Participation for the tenth consecutive year in earth 
hour, a global activity organised and devised by the 
World Wildlife Fund (WWF). ·

ODS9 ODS11  
ODS12 ODS13

Continuation with the improvement of customer waste 
management, selective separation and signposting 
according to the fraction. ·
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SDG Actions

ODS7 ODS12 
ODS13

Continuation with the progressive replacement of halo-
gen lights to an LED system in villas and offices. ·

ODS7 ODS11  
ODS12 ODS13 
ODS15

Continuation with the progressive replacement of digital 
scales in bedrooms with mechanical scales in order to 
eliminate use of batteries. ·

ODS12 ODS13

Continuation of recovery of paper waste produced 
through the implementation of personalised bins for 
collection and subsequent treatment by an authorised 
manager for final recycling by paper factories. 

· ·
ODS7 ODS9

Renewable generation of power through a self-con-
sumption photovoltaic roof with a charging point for 
electric vehicles in an outdoor customer car park. ·

ODS6 ODS7 
ODS9 ODS11 
ODS12 ODS13 
ODS15

We have implemented an environmental management 
system to obtain the certificate according to ISO 14001 
standard and the EMAS Regulation. ·

ODS7 ODS9 
ODS11 ODS12 
ODS17

Collaboration with the Faculty of Chemical Engineering 
at La Laguna and the University of Applied Sciences of 
Landshut, Germany, in a research project linked to the 
obtainment and use of renewable energies, specifically 
biogas using waste generated in the hotel sector for 
self-sufficiency from an energy perspective. 

·

ODS11 ODS12 
ODS13

Continuation of the separate collection of packaging 
and plastic at each of the centres of the group´s com-
panies, a total of 12.42 tonnes has been collected which 
has helped to prevent the emission of 13.68 tonnes of 
CO2 into the atmosphere. 

· · · · ·

SDG Actions

ODS11 ODS12 
ODS13 ODS17

Continuation of the collection of toner and inks in all of 
the group´s companies by joining the Tragatoner service, 
with a total of 120 kilograms recovered that have pre-
vented the emission of 180 kilograms of CO2.

· · · · ·
ODS3 ODS12 
ODS13 ODS17

All the group´s companies have joined the project to 
collect plastic caps by SEUR Foundation to join forces 
with "Caps for a new life", helping to bring smiles to chil-
dren with serious health problems. 

· · · · ·
ODS12 ODS13

Reduction of paper consumption through the digitali-
sation of work, check of delivery of uniformity, PPE, entry 
control and downloading of documentation through 
online forms and QR codes. 

·
ODS7 ODS12 
ODS13

Improvement of energy efficiency in facilities of the 
hotel´s desalination plant (POI II), going from 5.5 kw/m3 
to 2.6 kw/m3. ·

ODS9 ODS12 
ODS13

Monitoring of environmental indicators through a digital 
tool for the control and assessment of the environmental 
impact of activity at the hotel. ·

ODS12 ODS13 
ODS17

Collaboration with Ecovidrio and Adeje limpìo to im-
prove the collection of glass from the hotel using adapt-
ed containers that facilitate the collection and man-
agement of glass container waste. 

·
ODS7 ODS12  
ODS13

We contract green energy from renewable sources to 
reduce the carbon footprint of all our hotel's facilities. ·
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COMMUNITY
SDG Actions  

ODS1 ODS2 
ODS3 ODS4 
ODS10 ODS17

For the 23rd consecutive year, we have renewed 
our partnership with the project "What can be 
done with €1?" This initiative is for the benefit of 
the NGO Ayuda en Acción (Help in Action) to con-
tinue sponsoring 40 children of different countries. 
We also continue to collaborate with the improve-
ment of school infrastructures in Bombe-Ethiopia. 

·

ODS10 ODS12 
ODS17

We collaborate with the project "Teje Porvenir" 
(Weave the Future) fostered by the regional devel-
opment company Sociedad de Desarrollo de San-
ta Cruz de Tenerife. During this edition, we donate 
rolls of fabric used on the hotel décor. The project 
is aimed at training and insertion of people at risk 
of labour exclusion. 

· ·

ODS10 ODS17

We continue offering articles manufactured by the 
NGOs Down Tenerife and FUNCASOR at our hotel's 
drug stores and allocate 100% of their sales profits 
to those NGOs 

·
ODS10 ODS12 We continue the sale of fair trade items in the 

hotel's Drugstores. ·
ODS10 ODS12

We continue recovering metal waste for its sale 
and allocate the profits to different Corporate 
Responsibility projects. ·
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SDG Actions  

ODS8 ODS10 
ODS17

We keep our agreements with companies that hire 
staff with functional diversity and labour insertion 
difficulties. ·

ODS10 ODS17

From the ten vouchers for two nights's stay with 
breakfast, delivery of two vouchers to ten NGOs 
to raise funds during charity events to combat the 
impact of Covid-19. 

·
ODS10 ODS17

Donation of bathroom and washbasin towels 
to the Hermano Pedro Centre and kimonos and 
bathrobes to ADEPAC. · ·

ODS4 ODS8 
ODS17

We continue supporting the Caritas project to 
promote labour insertion. Janitor placement. ·

ODS1 ODS3 
ODS6 ODS17

Collaboration with the Red Cross on island of La 
Palma as assistance to those affected by the 
volcanic crisis, with a donation of money, toiletry 
items and the provision of 20,000 litres of waters 
through the distributor of Fuentealta. Bahia del 
Duque hotel donated a great quantity of pillows 
and blankets through the non profit asociation 
Sonrisas de Canarias. Clients of the hotel also 
made donations.

· · ·

ODS4 ODS17 Collaboration with the secondary education and 
high school 'Virgen de la Candelaria'. ·

ODS1 ODS2 
ODS3 ODS17

Talk on Industrial Laundry to 1st and 2nd year stu-
dents of Accommodation and Laundry vocational 
training. · ·

SDG Actions  

ODS10 ODS17
Creation of Alianza Solidaria de Tenerife (Tenerife 
Support Alliance), alongside the Island Council of 
Tenerife and CEOE. · · · · ·

ODS3 ODS17

A project that is developing a Web platform that 
encourages matching the needs of social entities 
and the capacities of companies to develop their 
corporate social responsibility, making this plat-
form a useful and efficient tool for the participat-
ing entities. 

·
ODS5 ODS10 
ODS17

Financial donation to the Association AUTISMO 
EN EL SUR-MI LADO AZUL, to collaborate with its 
summer camp for children who use the centre. ·

ODS1 ODS2 
ODS17

Donation for work on the space for the NGO 
2LIVES in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, a shop and 
interactive support space. Temporary donation of 
a space in one of our warehouses for the Spanish 
Association Against Cancer (AECC) and its food 
bank, which users can access to receive its assis-
tance.

·

ODS5 ODS10 
ODS17

Financial donation for the Association AFAMOCAN, 
which works to improve the lives of single-parent 
families in Tenerife. ·

ODS1 ODS2 
ODS10 ODS17

Donation of 2019/20 Christmas hampers for 
employees who did not go to collect them, to the 
Hermano Pedro Foundation the La Noria Canteen. ·
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PARTICIPATIONS

1. Jacob López, the environmental 
technician of Grupo CIO gave 
training in Sustainable Tourism under 
the title “Bahía del Duque and its 
Corporate Responsibility strategy” 
in collaboration with Ostelea and 
Promotur Turismo de Canarias, 
in a training program aimed at 
professionals from the tourist sector in 
the Canaries.

2. Participation of Mónica Rumeu, 
manager of Corporate Sustainability 
of Grupo CIO, in the Sustainable 
Tourism Seminar in the Master´s in 
Sustainability, Finance and Law of the 
University of Bicocca, Milan. Presenting 
the Corporate Responsibility 
management model of the Hotel 
Bahía del Duque as “an ambitious 
tourism sustainability strategy”

3. Participation of Corporate 
Sustainability manager in Gathering 
of Volunteering Entities for the “2021 
Crowdfunding” Fundraising Campaign, 
organised by Tenerife Charitable Island 
Council of Santa Cruz de Tenerife. 

4. The Island Council of Tenerife, through 
the Charitable Tenerife Programme, 
invited Grupo CIO  to be part of the 
Jury of the 2021 Prize for Charity 
at its 25th edition, with the aim 
of recognising and showcasing 
the Volunteering and Charity 
movement in Tenerife society, the 
technical technician Jacob López is 
participating.

2
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CHALLENGES

GRUPO CIO BAHÍA DEL DUQUE FUENTEALTA GRUPO RECORD GRUPO INMOBILIARIO
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SDG Challenges / EMPLOYEES

ODS8 We continue congratulating our staff members with 
birthday greetings. · · ·

ODS8
We continue congratulating births and expressing 
condolences on the death of the family units of our 
staff. · · ·

ODS3 ODS8 We offer our staff special prices for purchasing 
Fuentealta water. · · ·

ODS3 ODS8 
ODS11 ODS13

We continue offering hotel employees exclusive 
bicycle and electric scooter parking within the facili-
ties. ·

ODS8 Staff discounts for purchasing products from our 
hotel's Drugstores. · · · · ·

ODS8 We continue recognising those employees who have 
worked for the company during 10 years. · ·

ODS4 ODS8 Maintenance of the ongoing training programme 
for staff in face-to-face and online format. · ·

ODS8
Renewal of special accommodation rates at Hotel 
Bahía del Duque for family members and friends of 
our employees. · · · · ·

ODS8 We offer our staff special car rental prices. ·

SDG Challenges / EMPLOYEES

ODS4 ODS8
Granting of the scholarship "Beca Duqui", a financial 
allowance for university studies aimed at a child of a 
staff member. ·

ODS8 We have created measures to promote family rec-
onciliation, including teleworking. · ·

ODS4 ODS8 We continue developing training plans adapted to 
individual job needs. · · ·

ODS8
We have implemented a half-working day on 
birthdays to promote the work-life balance of our 
employees. ·

ODS8 We keep measures to promote work-life balance. · · · ·
ODS8 We continue offering our staff discounts at Comer-

cial Atlántico. ·
ODS8 We continue offering our staff discounts at Disa pet-

rol stations. · · ·
ODS8

Consolidation of quality management certificate 
ISO 9001:2015 with an impact on the improvement 
and comfort in the working environment. ·

ODS3 ODS8
Implementation of own and new specific protocols 
in our work facilities to minimise the risk of COVID 19 
among our staff. · · · · ·
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SDG Challenges / EMPLOYEES

ODS8 New Flexible Working Policy for all staff to enable 
them to work two days remotely. · · · ·

ODS8
We have offered advance payments to workers af-
fected by temporary lay-offs and dependent on the 
Spanish National Employment Service. · ·

ODS5 ODS8 Adaptation of the Equality Plan. · ·
ODS8 Information, review and communication to all staff 

about our Code of Ethics. ·
ODS3 ODS8 Subsidy for employees to carry out PCR tests at 

collaborating medical centres. · ·
ODS5 ODS8 Creation and monitoring of Equality Plans. · ·

SDG Challenges / THE ENVIRONMENT

ODS2 ODS12

We continue cultivating vegetables and fruit trees, 
medicinal and aromatic plants, based on organic 
farming criteriaRenewal of the awarding of the Blue 
Flag on Duque Sur beach and extending it to Duque 
Norte beach

·
ODS11 ODS14 We continue composting for our own garden use ·

SDG Challenges / THE ENVIRONMENT

ODS12 We continue offering our guests guided visit through 
our hotel garden ·

ODS15 We continue to include organic products as part of 
our gastronomic offer ·

ODS2 ODS3 
ODS12

Improved measures to reduce LPG and electricity 
consumption ·

ODS7 ODS12 
ODS13

Reduction of ecotoxicity levels in wastewater emis-
sions ·

ODS6 ODS12 Implementation of procedures to partially or totally 
eliminate paper from administrative tasks ·

ODS12
We have increased recyclable waste volume 
through a separate collection of packaging, plastics 
and paper ·

ODS12 We continue promoting sustainable habits among 
our employees · ·

ODS11 ODS15 Replacement of oil paints with environmentally 
friendly acrylic paints ·

ODS13 We have introduced a code of conduct and envi-
ronmental assessment for suppliers ·

ODS12 Review of waste management procedures for their 
updating and improvement ·
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SDG Challenges / THE ENVIRONMENT

ODS12 Energy efficiency improvement in rooms ·
ODS7 ODS11 
ODS12 ODS13

Alliance between tourist companies through the 
Ashotel initiative aimed at reducing the carbon 
footprint and improving waste recovery ·

ODS12 ODS13 
ODS17

Initiative financed with European funds to promote 
our sustainability ·

ODS12 ODS13 
ODS17

Managing possibility of sponsoring beehives in Ten-
erife ·

ODS12 ODS13 Incorporating bottles made 100% from recycled 
plastic (BB - 50 cl and 1.5 L) ·

ODS7 ODS12 
ODS13

Improvement in energy efficiency of SPA facilities at 
the hotel ·

ODS6 ODS7 
ODS11 ODS12 
ODS13

Renewal of the Travelife seal ·
ODS6 ODS7 
ODS9 ODS11 
ODS13

Improvement of energy efficiency in facilities of the 
hotel´s desalination plant (POI I), going from 5.5 kw/
m3 to 2.6 kw/m3 ·

ODS11 ODS12 
ODS13 ODS17

Participation for the eleventh consecutive year in 
earth hour, a global activity organised and devised 
by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) ·

SDG Challenges / THE ENVIRONMENT

ODS6 ODS12 
ODS13

Reduction of the generation of dangerous waste 
deriving from cleaning products through the incor-
poration of Ecolabel products at the hotel ·

ODS9 ODS13
Monitoring of environmental indicators at the hotel 
through spatial geo-referencing to improve control 
and assessment of the environmental impact ·

ODS12 ODS13 
ODS17

Collaboration with CO2 capture projects such as 
reforestation or afforestation, for the offsetting of 
the hotel´s carbon footprint ·

ODS10 ODS15 
ODS17

Social and environmental action for the eradication 
of the invasive plant species "Ironwort", inviting users 
of an association for intellectual disabilities, to carry 
out guided cleaning

· · · · ·
ODS12 ODS13 
ODS17

Participation in pilot project in collaboration with 
Ashotel, for a circular economy for the recovery of 
the organic fraction of the hotel´s waste for its sub-
sequent conversion into compost and the purchase 
of organic products.

·

SDG Challenges / COMMUNITY

ODS1 ODS2 
ODS3 ODS4 
ODS10 ODS17

For the 24th consecutive year, we have renewed 
our partnership with the project "What can be 
done with €1?" for the benefit of the NGO Ayuda en 
Acción (Help in Action) to continue sponsoring 40 
children of different countries. 

·
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SDG Challenges / COMMUNITY

ODS11 ODS12 We keep on supporting our community by purchas-
ing locally produced food products. ·

ODS8 ODS10 
ODS17

We continue offering articles manufactured by the 
NGOs Down Tenerife and FUNCASOR at our hotel's 
drug stores and allocate 100% of their sales profits 
to those NGOs. 

·
ODS1 ODS10 
ODS12 Sale of fair trade items in the hotel's drug stores. ·
ODS1 ODS2 
ODS17

We continue donating non-perishable food to the 
Cruz Blanca brotherhood. ·

ODS10 ODS12 
ODS17

We continue donating bed and bath linen to vari-
ous NGOs. ·

ODS10 ODS12 
ODS17

We continue with the initiative 'DesTapa tu lado 
solidario', a solidarity action to collect plastic caps 
among all CIO staff and at the Fuentealta points of 
sale. 

· · · · ·
ODS10 ODS12 
ODS17

Grupo CIO will sign this year an agreement with the 
foundation "Fundación SEUR" to support the pro-
ject "plastic caps for a new life" aimed at children in 
need of medical treatment. 

·
ODS10 ODS12 
ODS17

We continue supporting the Caritas campaign and 
collect used prescription glasses and sunglasses for 
people without resources. ·

SDG Challenges / COMMUNITY

ODS8 ODS10
We continue recovering metal waste for its sale and 
allocate the profits to different Corporate Respon-
sibility projects. · · · · ·

ODS3 ODS17 We involve our staff in humanitarian aid days of-
fered by Grupo CIO at a general level. ·

ODS3 ODS10 
ODS17

We support women's and men's sports teams by 
distributing water. ·

ODS3 ODS10 
ODS17

We continue collaborating with several NGOs 
through water distribution. For the eigth consecu-
tive year, we have renewed our agreement with the 
foundation "Fundación Canaria Pedro Rodríguez 
Ledesma". 

·
ODS17

We continue collaborating with associations, NGOs 
and entities selected by the Grupo CIO´s Corporate 
Sustainability management. · · · · ·

ODS17

A partnership of our company Record Servicios 
Generales with the municipal council of Adeje by 
offering life-saving practices (training workshops 
combined with work). 

·
ODS4 ODS8 
ODS17

We continue supporting the Caritas project to pro-
mote labour insertion. Traineeships in the cleaning 
company Record Limpieza. ·

ODS4 ODS17 Collaboration with the secondary education and 
high school 'Virgen de la Candelaria'. ·
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SDG Challenges / COMMUNITY

ODS17

Talk on Industrial Laundry to 1st and 2nd year stu-
dents of Accommodation and Laundry vocational 
training. We boost Grupo CIO staff to carry out 
online corporate volunteering, in collaboration with 
the Volunteering Office of Tenerife Island Council. 

· · · · ·

ODS10 ODS17

Collaboration with the sporting challenge this year 
of the Activoz Association, the aim for 2022 will be to 
climb Mont Blanc. Collaboration during the summer 
season with the autism association 'Mi Lado Azul' 
(south of Tenerife) to support families. 

·
ODS10 ODS17 Donation of clothing and accessories from the 

stock of the hotel stores to the 2LIVES project. ·

ODS10 ODS17

Celebration of fourth edition of the 'SaboreAñaza' 
master-class, run by seven of the best restaurant 
professionals from the Hotel Bahía del Duque 
through the implementation of 67 hours of volun-
teering aimed at Kitchen Training of Añaza (FOCA) 
and the preparation of a lunch to share with the 
Foundation´s users. 

·
ODS2 ODS4 
ODS8 ODS10 
ODS17

Holding of a Charity Market with furniture and 
kitchenware replaced due to renovation whose 
funds will be allocated to a social initiative. · · · ·

ODS10 ODS12 Donation of books left by customers to the Council 
of Adeje and NGOs. ·

SDG Challenges / COMMUNITY

ODS4 ODS17

Collaboration with the Pedro Rodríguez Ledesma 
Foundation to hold a comedy and online football 
tournament to raise money to improve the digital 
divide among children in the south of Tenerife. 

·
ODS4 ODS17 Donations of money, spaces, services and rooms. · · ·
ODS4 ODS10 
ODS17

Donation of money and Fuentealta water for the 
creation of a mural to beautify one of the walls of 
the playground of the Valle Tabares Children´s Cen-
tre organised by the visual arts teacher and artist 
RO RO, with his pupils from Nazaret School. 

· ·

ODS10 ODS17

Masterclass/charity workshop given by the Car-
nival queens designer, Jorge González to the Teje 
Porvenir (Weave the Future) project in the tailor-
ing and sewing course this year organised by the 
Development Society of the Council of Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife. 

·

ODS10 ODS15 
ODS17

Social and environmental action for the eradica-
tion of the invasive plant species "Ironwort", inviting 
users of an association for intellectual disabilities, to 
carry out guided cleaning. 

· · · · ·
ODS4 ODS8

150 hours of work placements for pupils from the 
Teje Porvenir (Weave the Future) course of the De-
velopment Society of the Council of Santa Cruz de 
Tenerife in the sewing workshop. 

·
ODS17 Participation of Grupo CIO in the next International 

Week of Corporate Volunteering. · · · · ·
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SUSTAINABILITY 
STRATEGY
It is a commitment to transparency 
and, as always, we show the extent 
to which we have achieved the 
commitments made.

GRUPO CIO BAHÍA DEL DUQUE FUENTEALTA GRUPO RECORD GRUPO INMOBILIARIO

IMPROVABLESATISFACTORY UNSATISFACTORY
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1. General Commitments
Commitment 1

1.1 Defining a corporate responsability 
policy.

Commitment 2

1.2. Creation of a Corporate Sustainability 
committee comprised of supervisors from 
the different companies of CIO.

Commitment 3

1.3. All companies will define their strategy 
and Corporate Sustainability action plan in 
line with CIO.

2. Commitments to our employees
Commitment 1

2.1. Talent management programme.

Commitment 2

2.2. Improving labour conciliation with 
specifc protocols.

Commitment 3

2.3. Establish communication protocols 
between employees businesses, identifying 
and defining channels and managers.

Commitment 4

2.4. Periodic analysis of the working 
environment and action taking. 
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Commitment 5

2.5. Analysing and improving prevention 
results.

3. Commitments to our customers
Commitment 1

3.1. To better understand our customers 
expectations, so we can more effectively 
satisfy their meeds.

Commitment 2

3.2. Strengthening communication channel 
with customers.

4. Commitments towards our suppliers
Commitment 1

4.1. Code of conduct for suppliers.

Commitment 2

4.2. Environmetal assessment of suppliers.
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5. Commitment towards the environmet
Commitment 1

5.1. Improve environmental management 
and the fight against climate change 
through the design of an environmental 
policy of the Company.

Commitment 2

5.2. Identification and assessment of the 
environmental aspects most relevant to 
each of the companies within the Group.

Commitment 3

5.3. Each of our businesses should have a 
plan of action and environmental internal 
audits.

Commitment 4

5.4. Initiatives to mitigate environmental 
impacts.

Commitment 5

5.5. Environmental assessment of suppliers.
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6. Commitment towards the community
Commitment 1

6.1. Increase our social action projects..

Commitment 2

6.2. Defining policy and a social action 
program in the line with our Corporate 
Sustainability goals.

Commitment 3

6.3. Define a program that monitors the 
results of the actions taken.
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1. Presentation of Alianza Solidaria de Tenerife 
(Tenerife Support Alliance) at the Council of 
Tenerife.

2. Awarding of Blue Flag on Duque Sur beach

3. Letter for one of the sponsored groups of children 
in Uganda, a project with Help in Action/Hotel 
Bahía del Duque.

4. One of the groups of the more than 40 children 
sponsored by Hotel Bahía del Duque with whom 
the hotel workers correspond on an annual basis.

5. Training talk for searching for employment given 
by the HR technician Vicente Prieto of Grupo CIO 
in Ataretaco.
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6 7

8 9

6. Delivery of Christmas hampers donated by 
workers from Grupo CIO to the Canarian Care 
Foundation for Social Action at the Hermano 
Pedro Adults Centre.

7. Bahía del Duquel received the Health Seal of 
Guarantee for the good practices that have 
made Adeje a safe destination.

8. Participation of our Corporate Sustainability 
Manager in Gathering of Volunteering Entities 
with Crowdfunding Campaigns organised by 
Tenerife Charitable Island of the Council of Santa 
Cruz de Tenerife.

9. Participation of Mónica Rumeu, Corporate 
Sustainability Manager of Grupo CIO, in the 
Sustainable Tourism Seminar in the Master´s in 
Sustainability, Finance and Law of the University 
of Bicocca, Milan. Presenting the Corporate 
Responsibility management model of the Hotel 
Bahía del Duque as “an ambitious tourism 
sustainability strategy”.




